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Our Paper
PO Box 10744 Portland, Maine 04104
(207) 7'73-2294
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Dear Our Paper,
A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO JEAN
GANNETT HAWLEY

a lifestyle which is so constricting and
oppressive. Heterosexuality, as it exists within this patriarchal culture, is
an - instrument of oppression forcing
women and children into a subordinate role. In a society which promotes
the denigration and degradation of
·women and children through sexual
abuse, objectification, economic exploi-.
tation, and physical violence, heterosexuality is nothing more than a social
construct designed to perpetuate horror.
. Gayness is a choice through which
we may affirm ourselves and others
while simultaneously defying a culture which teaches us how not to feela choice of self-investigation and discovery, over self-abrogation and denial. Gayness is rich with the beauty of
possibility, while heterosexuality is .
rank with the burdens it -imposes
through gender role delineation. Ms.
Price, if my one article so offended you
that you can no longer work for lesbian
and gay men's civil rights then you ob-·
viously weren't much ofan ally to begin
with and, quite frankly, we don't need
you. There are enougl! spineless, addlebrained, fatuous, self-se'rving (hetero)
. liberals amongst us as it is.

We just wanted to take this opportunity to thank Jean Gannett Hawley
and her husband, Sumner, for being
such outstanding citizens of our community. Mrs. Hawley accepted the role
of The AIDS Project's Honorary Chairman ofthe Resource Development Committee. She's dedicated to this crisis in
Maine and throughout the country.
She understands how important it is to
show love and compassion to those
afflicted with this disease, without
prejudice toward any human beings.
She and Mr. Hawley set an example for
all people in responding to the AIDS
crisis, and an example for all corporations, large or small.
It's going to take all humanity's efforts to eradicate this disease, to insure
the proper dissemination of information, and to overcome unfounded fears.
AIDS will soon be the number one
killer in the world. Nothing like this
virus has ever hit the world so hard,
arid we're only at the tip of the iceburg.
AIDS already has killed as many people
. a;sthe Vietnam War, with millions more
P.S. When you finally come out of the
to be lost around the ·world.
closet, you'll thank me for this.
December 1, 1988, will be World
AIDS Day. We should all remember on
James Melanson, Portland, ME
that day that we, as a people, must join
the fight against AIDS with all the reDear Our Paper,
sources we can muster. If a foreign
In the November issue under the
·nation hit our shores and killed a couple
Announcement heading an appeal to
thousand people, our country would
the Gay and Lesbian Alumni ofUMaine
declare WAR. A virus called AIDS has
was sent forth about creating a Gay
hit our shores, spreading death and
and Lesbian Alumni Association. What
despair from coast to coast. It is our
a great idea. Let's do it!
enemy. We must all be involved in this · · If .anyone is also interest in this
war, we must fight and win this battle
worthwhile endeavor or has ideas or
for all mankind. This disease does not
has knowledge about how this project
discriminate. Why should we? AIDS is
can be initiated, please contact me at
a human virus. It strikes biack and
774-0712 or drop a few lines to 122
white, rich and poor, gay and straight.
Hartley St., Portland, ME 04103.
Start educating. Teach your children
Hope to hear from you soon!
well, it's our only line of defens.e!
Sincerely,
Michael R. Stickney
Thank you, Jean Gannett Hawley,
P.S. Colby, Bates and Bowdoin grads:
for being the very specfal person you
can you give a few pointers?
are, and for being your an inspiration
to our community. You are a STAR in
· Dear Our Paper,
our eyes.
Sally and Gene, Pat and I met with
Sincerely,
Colby's Gay and Lesbian community
Edward B. Wimert
one evening last week. I learned that
Resource Developer,
Colby has "sexual orientation" in its
The AIDS Project
nondiscrimination statement. It was
the second college in the country to do
that, two months after Harvard did it
Dear Our Paper,
four years ago. So now all four ofMaine's
This is in response to Ms. Amy Price's
colleges admit 'gays and lesbian.s, and
insipid criticism of my article, "No
it happened inf.our short (or long) years.
Apologies." Ms. Price, inflicted as she
Furthermore, the University of
is with heterosexuality, has apparently
Maine's bond passed handily without a
taken leave of her senses in choosing
word of complaint from the Christian
not only to remain heterosexual but to
go on to defend such as choice as well.
Civic League, or Jasper Wyman or
Ms. Price, let me begin by saying that
·anyone. Times are changing. I think
as you can truly understand my pain,.
we have a good chance of getting civil
so too can I understand yours. I realize
rights in my lifetime.
that it must be horrible to be trapped in
F.E. Pentlarge
I

,
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PURPOSE
Our Paper is published
monthly by the OUR PAPER
collective, PO Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104. The purpose
of OUR PAPER is to serve as a
voice for.lesbians and gay men
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to be a source of information, support and affirmation,
.a nd a vehicle for celebration, by
and for members of the lesbian
and gay men's communities. We
want the paper to reflect our diversity as well.

EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publication any material that broadens
our unders.tanding of our life. styles and of each other. Views
and opinions appearing in the
paper are those of the authors
only.
We request that all material
submitted b~ signed and include
an address and/or phone number.
We reserve the right to edit
unsigned material as necessary.
Within the pages of the newspaper, ~tides can appear anonymously, upon request, and strict
confidentiality will be observed.
Even though our editorials
are initialed, they represent the
opinion of all collective members.
We welcome and encourage
all our readers to submit material for publication_and to share
your comments, criticisms and
positive feelings with us, Remember, OUR PAPER is Your
Paper!!

THE COLLECTIVE
Business Manager:
Fred Berger
News Coordinators:
Eric Gordon and
Peter S. Karasopoulos
Features Coordinators:
Tom Hagerty and
James Melanson
Arts and Entertainment Coordinator: Marjorie Love
Advertising Coordinator: Eric
_
Gordon
Graphics and Design Coordinator: C.P. Noel and
Diane Matthews
.
Distribution and Subscriptions Coordinators:
Dawn Patterson and
Diane Matthews
(

CONTRIBUTORS
Fred Berger
B.J.·Aaron Broder
Eric Gordon
Tom Hagerty
Anne Hutchinson
Marjorie Love
James Melanson
Richard Steinman
Micky Thompson

ADVERTISING SALESPERSON

Charles Dwyer

.SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one
year (12 issues), $20 for two
years, and $25 for three years.
Make checks payable to Our
Paper.
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EDITORIAL
continued from pa~ 2

What Are the Issues ·Here?

mountain peak .i n West Africa (5,700
vulnerable, and we are cynical about
Dear .F riends,
ft.). Our village, which is atabout2,000
their ability -and desire- to protect
Greetings from the village of
ft., is described as well organized, and
us. Michael Chitwood, the new Chief of
Zougueta in the south-easterh corner
its people are described as motivated.
Police, is working hard to improve the
of Guinee-Conakry, West Africa.
I'll be with a forestry volunteer from
J
effectiveness of the police force and to
Though I'm not there yet, I'm expectChicago, and there'll be four other volconvince gay and straight residents
ing to be there by the holidays. And on
unteers relatively close by, which will
that all crime victims will be treated
be good due to our isolation in the
Christmas day, Tll probably be celethe same. We applaud this effort, but
region.
brating with friends either · in
know he has a lot of past shit to overOf course, I think of Maine often,
N'Zerekore orin Seredou, singing songs ·
come. Lastly, the "Skinheads". One of
and sometimes wish I could be there, if
as we sit around our decorated palm! ·
the men assaulted believes that his asonly to have a cup of tea and shoot the
As of this writing, we are nearing
sailant may have been a "Skinhead" - a
breeze at 5 West St. Rear, or to take·a
the completion of our training in Senerelatively new hate group charactergal, and will soon be travelling to
walk along the rocks of Two Lights, or
ized by their shaved heads and unique
even to attend (as a passive observer or
Conakry, where we'll be sworn in as
dress. The media picked up on this fast
active objector) an AIDS Advisory
volunteers. The ceremony is scheduled
and had a field day with it. The strong
to occur at the Ambassador's house on . Committee ,meeting!
implication was that gay-bashing in
I send to each of you my love· and
Thanksgiving Day, but we all know
Maine recently arrived with · a few
best wishes, and a h,opE> that the next
about the schedules of our governmenshaved heads (on a bus from Boston, I
two years will bring joy and ·g rowth for
tai officials, don\ we!
suppose). Give us a break. We have
all of. us (even if Bush i.s elected as
We'll head for our villages thereafbeen harassed and brutalized for years
their President). .
ter, . probably arriving in the forest
by your average Maine-born- and-bred
Take good care, my friends. I look
region by December 1st or so. The vilhomophobe, encouraged by a state leglage of Zougueta is described as very forward to celebrating with you soon!
islature - talk about "hate groups" Perry Sutherland
beautiful, located near the base of
which refuses to even bestow on us the
P_C VGuinee
Mount Nimba, supposedly the highest
equal right~ that all other citizens have.
Enough said.
...,......... . . _ , , , ~ , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . . . . _ . . . . _ _ .
There is cause for hope. If more gay ~
. . .
.
·. ·,
men and lesbians-will "come out" about ~
·
·

The gay-bashing attack on BJ
Broder, Gerry Roy and Peter Cushman
brought into public view some crucial
issues affecting our community-assaults on gay people, police response to
those assaults, and the presence of a
new hate group in the state. Unfortunately, the straight media did little to
clarify the issues and lots to titillate
the public. Perhaps we can do better.
First of all, let us congratulate and
thank BJ, Gerry and Peter for their
courage in publicizing the attack and
the police response. In this city and
-st~te gay -bashing often escapes public
notice because the closeted victims fear
publicity. Having the courage to scream
loud and clear for all the world to hear
is the first step toward reducing violence against gay men and lesbians.
We applaud you.
The issue of police responsiveness
remains muddied at this point. The
victims claim the police did not do what
was necessary to apprehend the a!?sailants, while the police claim they fol1owed correct and 1egal protocols. We

~ ~NB!eAre judgement peneiag. an-i9ter-

na1 investigation in the po1ice depart. ment and possible legal action by the
victims. However, it is. very easy to
understand why a gay crime victim
would question the police department's
response. We have grown skeptical over
the years seeing the inefficient and unproductive manner in which the police
have handled gay-bashing. It is the
rare case that, if investigated at all,
reaches the prosecution. stage. We feel

~

SUBSCRIBE! "'

harassmentandviolence,andifChief
~!~
Chitwood . will come through on his ,:
promises to work closely with out community, we can together begin to ·rid
ourcommunityofhomophobicviolence. , ~
Let's give it a try. We deserve to live in
a world where we feel safe to walk the ,:
streets. Working together we can regain a sense of peace in our lives.
~
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Twelve issues for twelve dollars.
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-You can receive Our Paper every month by mail. Our distribution
elves will whisk your copy off to you in a plain envelope.
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Subscribe ... and help keep Our Paper strong. -

GREAT EXspecTATIONS! II
Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy for typesetting , specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofreading services at reasonable
rates.

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING & TESTING
Voluntary - Anonymous - Low Cost
Th~ AIDS Project offers trained counsetors to answer your_questions
and address your concerns about possible infection with the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) . To schedule a counseling session call: 774-6877 daily between 9-12; 1- 5 Mon9ay & Wednesday eves between
6-9 p.m. Saturdax from 10-1 . Note: Counseling & testing is by appointme_nt only.
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Name ·
Address
Town
State/Zip
Send $12 for 12 issues
$20 for 24 issues
$25 for 36 issues
To Our Paper
P.O. Box 10744
Portland, Maine 04104
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Maine Gays Gain
Support in Legislature
Lesbians Unite·!
The first meeting · to organize a
comprehensive national conference by,
for and about lesbians was held recently in Washington, D.C.The conference, which will be the first of its kind,
is tentatively scheduled for late 1989early 1990. According to organizers,
who recently convened the open meetingto begin to set goals and to establish
the initial structure for the conference,
the event will be a broad-based coalition effort to set a lesbian agenda for
social, economic and political change,
to increase lesbian visibility and to acknowledge lesbian diversity and common ground . .
Regional planning meetings on the
confepence are being organized
throughout the country. The first national steering committee meeting is
sche('.ule for the weekend of March 4-5
in Raleigh-Durham, NC.
For more information, write: National Lesbian Conference, PO Box
3057, Albany, NY 12203.
Source: Philadelphia Gay News

Canadian Customs
Seizes Gay Lit
A gay bookstore in Toronto recently
reported that Canada Customs has
been seizing shipments of books coming from the U.S. Among the books detained by customs officials are several
titles by Allen Ginsberg, Men Loving
Men by Mitch Walker and The Joy of
Gay Sex. When Toronto's Glad Day
Bookshop spoke with customs officials,
however, it was told that there was no
homophobia· present in the way that
imports are detained. Several days after
the Glad Day's inquiry, one of the detained shipments was released.
Source: RITES

Imelda's Believe It or Not
According to the supermarket tabloid
Weekly World News, a new book,
Imelda - Steel Butterfiy of the Philippines, tells how in the late 1970's Imelda
Marcos paid two visits to Libya to
persuade leader Gadhafi to stop selling
arms to separatists who were fighting
her husband's regime. Imelda's plan
was to literally seduce Gadhafi. While
the two did become friends , they never
became lovers because, as Imelda was
supposed to have said, Gadhafi is gay.

4

Hey, Big Jim,
Come Out of the Closet!

---.. by Fred Berger

250 Chicago gay activists recently
told reporters that they know Illinois
Gov. James Thompson is gay. Many activists were upset over Thompson's
signature on a bill which overturned Illinois' AIDS Confidentiality Act and
allows physicians to test for HIV without a patient's knowledge. State Rep ..
Ellis Levin of Chicago called the bill
"the most repressive piece of legislation to ever bear the governor's signature."
Activists gathered at a rally in Chicago and marched two miles to the
governor's house where such chants as
"two, four, six, eight, what makes you
think your governor's straight?" and
"Hey, Big Jim, come out of the closet"
could be heard.
Although the mainstream media
failed to report on the allegations that
Thompson is a homosexual, one reporter indicated that it is "common
knowledge in the newsroom" that the
governor is gay. At the rally, Paul
Adams ofChicago for AIDS Rights said,
"We want Thompson to remember his
roots, remember from whence he came.
We don't want him to hurt the people
that he's been a part of, that he belongs ·
to." Adams carried a poster of a gay
leatherman with a caption reading
"Remember me, Big Jim?"
Source: Bay Windows

With the election finally over,
Maine's gay men and lesbians find
themselves with increased support in
the state legislature electelNovember
8th. A majority of the candidates endorsed by Maine NOW-PAC were successful in their election bids.
Of the 53 Maine House candidates
endorsed by the political action committee of the Maine Chapter of the
National Organization for Women
(Maine NOW PAC), 38 (72%) were
elected. In the Maine Senate ten of the
seventeen (59%) endorsed candidates
were elected. Among those elected were
six of seven Maine NOW members running and two of three MLGPA (Maine
Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance) members running. MGLPA members Susan
Farnsworth and Marge Clark were
victorious while Sandy Noble was defeated.
The new legislature should show
increased support for next spring's VO\e
on the gay rights bill, although the
numbers at this point do not add up to
a victory. The members of the 35member Senate have indicated that
they support legislature to ban discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.Fifty-three of the 151 House
members indicated in the NOW PAC
survey, published last month in Our
Paper, that they would support such
legislation.
Last month's election again increased the number of women serving
in the legislature. In the next session
30,5% of the legislators will be female.

-

This is the largest percentage in Maine
history and among the largest of any
state government in the country.
JoAnne D'Auphinee, a well-known
"legislative junkie" (legislative
groupie?) who worked on the NOW
PAC survey expressed satisfaction with
the election results. She called the
elections of Senator Stephen Bost (DOrono) and Bonnie Titcomb CD-Casco)
particularly "sweet victories". She
expressed concern, however, that the
replacement of the more moderate Republican leadership with conservative
Senator Charles Webster of Farming- .
ton could prove difficult for pro-choice
and gay rights advocates.
·
.
Nationally, there were some serious
losses for gay men and lesbians pl;us
one important victory. Republican
Senator Lowell Weicker of Connecticut, an outspoken advocate for gay
issues, was narrowly defeated. Weicker
has been one of .the few senators to
stand up to Jess·e Helms in his attempts to add homophobic amendments
to AIDS legislation. IriOregon, voters
overturned
Governor
Neil
Goldschmidt's executive order banning
discrimination against gays and lesbians in state employment.
The one "victory" came with the
overwhelmingdefeatofProposition 102
in California which would have required physicians to report to state
health authorities anyone suspected of
carrying the HIV virus and would have
ended anonymous AIDS testing in that
state.

Quilt Sections in Portland Dec. 1,
. Eight 12' by 12' panels from the
Names-Project Quilt will be on display
in Portland during ·the World AIDS
Day observance on Thursday, December 1. The panels will be available for
public viewing from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. in
the gym of the Chestnut Stre~t Methodist Church, 17 Chestnut Street in
down.town Portland. During these
·hours, quilters will be working in an
adjacent room, making additional quilt
sections to memorialize ·people who
have died from AIDS.
The Quilt display is part of World
AIDS Day, an international event
which .is being sponsored locally by
The AIDS Project and television station WCSH. The day will begin with
an opening ceremony at Chestnut
Street Church where speakers will
include a representative from The

Names Project, news reporter Diane
Atwood, and Dr. Owe!) Pickus. Immediately following, readers will begin
reading names of people for whom
quilt sections have been made.
At noon a public ceremony at Portland City Hall will feature bells tolling
from City Hall and area churches, a
performance by the Deering High
School band, and the presentation of
proclamations by Governor McKernan
and Mayor Leeman. Ed . Wimert, a
person with AIDS, will also address
the crowd. Immediately afterward
there will be an interfaith memorial
service at Chestnut Street Church.
Following the memorial service, from
1-3 p.m., The AIDS Project will hold an
open hoti.se at 22 Monument Square,
fifth floor.
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Profiles in
"Our Courage"
by B.J . Aaron Broder

Over the past week or so following
my assault in Portland, and the subsequent media attention, I have repeatedly heard the words, "You have courage." To be honest, I do not perceive
myself as being an especially courageous person. I am a very determined
person and I have an unquenchable
thirst for justice. These are the per-sonal attributes that drive me to fight
. for what is right and to take the risks
that I have over the past week. Perhaps the most "courageous" thing that
I did following the November 4th incident was to phone John . Preston's
apartment before 8:00 a.m. on Saturday morning, November 5th, in an effort to seek out advice on how to
handle the media! Talk abou,t risk
taking!
Seriously, though, there have been
some very courageous acts that have
.occurred here in Portland over the past
week. I'd like to acknowledge some of
these individuals, Gay and Straight,
women and men, who have come forth
to take a stand in one w~ or another.
er e are people of courage. ese are
profiles in "our courage". This is a defi.nition of courage that you will not find
in a dictionary or any other type of
book. This is courage in action.
Courage is. when Gerry Roy risked
his own safety and well-being by following ine on a foot chase though the
Old Port district and onto Commercial
Street in Portland when the Portland
Police Department r efused to get out of
their cruisers and ass~st in apprehend'ing my assailants. Jerry did not run in
an effort to apprehend the men. Jerry
ran because I ran. Jerry ran because I
am his friend and because he did not
want me to run into danger alone. In
a day and age when more and more of
"our people" find themselves deserted
by their friends and family when they
need them the most, I am lucky to
have the friendship of Gerry Roy.
Gerry Roy is a courageous person.
Gerry Roy is a friend.
When the 4'11" Italian woman
(whom I've known as my mother for
thepast30years) barksather5' 9"former Marine and ex-police officer husband that she WILL read the articles
about my assault that have been published and that she WILL keep them
in the house if she damn well pleases,
this is courage. (This is also probably
the closest we'll ever come to ever
having World War III begin here in
Maine!) Way to go, Mom!
Courage is when my boss takes
tremendous business risks by advising me that I may be public about my
assault, knowing full well the possible
implications. Courage is his vote of
confidence for human rights in telling
me to do whatever 1have to do, as "this

sort of thing should never happen
again." (Thanks, Herb)
Courage is Peter Cushman, another
man who was brutally beaten ·on the
night of November 4, 1988. Many
people came forward .to give their
names that night at Cycles and to say
that they wanted to help. Peter is one
of the few willing to actually take the
risks associated with filing a police
report and going public on what happened. Peter Cushman is one of the
few who said he would help with the
process who has stuck 'in there and
helped when it would have been easier
to quit or hide. Yes, Peter Cushman is
courage.
When a group of Gay and Lesbian
teenagers get up at a Portland neighborhood meeting and express their
fears and concerns related to anti-gay
violence they are courage. (Actually,

what all the upset around the house
these past dew days has been all about.
Courage is curious. Courage takes
ri~~
.
'
When a25-year old female co-worker
says to me "wait for me tonight. I'll
walk you to your car. You really
shouldn't be walking out ·alone, you
know," she is courage. For like Gerry
Roy, this person too takes a personal
risk in the name of friend_ship.
Courage comes in all ages, shapes
and sizes and is found within all of us
in varying degr~es, at different times.
Courage sometimes screams loudly and
·at other times, to be courageous is to
remain silent. Courage can involve
taking the lead and taking action and
courage can also mean being passive
at a time or in a situation when every
living cell within you cries out to retaliate. What is courageous, what is cour-

Courage asks questions. Courage pushes for
change. Courage doesn't quit.
age, is not always readily clear.
they are more than courage, they are
But if I've learned anything from
inc;redible!) I am truly amazed by and
the
events of November 4, 1988, it is
grateful for the ability of these youths
that
we are indeed "courage" for one
to stand up and be counted for who
another when we choose to be, and that
they are at such an early age.
_ the risks, action and willingness of
Courage is Elze who has the gumpbeing "courageous"· can lead to some
tion and stamina to stand up and fight
tremendous growing experiences. Life
for ol,lr people and our issues even when
is
not the same after having such expewe are unable to do so ourselves.
riences.
It is better. May we continue
Courage asks questions. Courage
courageou~
people.
to
be
a
pushes for change. Courage doesn't
quit. Courage is Elze.
·
Courage is my three year old niece,
Elizabeth, who interrupts a conver.sa- ·
The Maine Civil Liberties Union has
tion between her mothet and I to ask
agreed to serve as collector ofinforma"What are Grampa and Unk disagreetion about assaults against lesbians
ing about; Mommy?", hoping for an
and gay men to which police response
honest response (which we adults are
is inadequate. The MCLU is not agreenot alw~ys noted for), and wondering
ing to litigate any of these cases, but
only to gather information about them.
AMERICANA
If you have been assaulted or har•JAPANESE
.assed, and you think the police have
shown reluctance to take your comITALIAN A
plaint seriously, call the MCLU at 77 45444. 0ftice hours are Monday thr~ugh
Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
. , •KOREAN
: . ~CAJUN •
".-N•· A THAI.

Mwi&YS

Dimer Fr'Ol'ri S-10 PM CIOSed.Monday.
• Resa'VattOn5 Aea!pted.,.
· 47 MICIIII $,tNlt.'Portllnd 7 7 ~

.

file a report with your local police. Let
them know that anti-gay harassment
does occur in your town. This information is not only important in stopping
anti~gay harassment and violence but
also in convincing people of the need
for gay rights legislation.
Also several organizations in the
state maintain files of anti-gay occurrences. Among them are:
Gay/Lesbian Alliance
University of Southern Maine ·
92 Bedford Street
Portland, ME 04102
780-4085
Wilde-Stein
Memorial Union
University of Maine ·
Orono, ME 04469
Northern Lambda Nord
PO Box 990
Caribou, ME 04736
498-2088
Presented as a public ser\rice by Our
Paper.

DIAL-A-.S NACK

775-6.2~5
The Munchie Quencher offers
Portland late-night delivery that's
quick and delicious. Just call in
your order and The Munchie
Quencher's on its way.

microwave pizza .
soda
chips
candy

Coming Soon:
"The Grocery Gopher"

CALL MON.-SAT. EVES.
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If You're Harassed ...

~

C-ed Clinical Social Worl<er

379 State Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801
(603) 431-2580
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Police Inaction Questioned in Portland
by Eric Gordon
Peter Cushman of Portland didn't ,
intend to become a spokesperson on
anti-gay violence that night when he
walked into Cycles, but that's exactly
what happened. He found himself on
Channel 13's six o'clock news the day
after he and BJ Broder were attacked
by several men who were believed to be
"Skinheads". With scars on his head
from the attack the night before, Cushman courageously faced the cameras
to talk about the experience. Aside
from the violence, Cushman and Broder
brought up another unsettling issue:
-the Portland Police Department's alleged refusal to go after the perpetrators after they were pointed out several
times by eyewitnesses.
Broder said that the attackers were
no more than 15 feet from the officers
but the police made no attempt to detain them or make an arrest. One officer explained that chase of the attackers would be impossible because
their portable radio was broken. Frus-

a

trated by he police's lack of response,
Broder himself pursued the attackers
through Wharf Street and onto Commercial Street. Ironically, the police
followed Broder and threatened to
arrest him if he did not end his ·
footchase. By that time three police
cruisers were on the scene and still no
officer attempted to question, detain or ·
arrest the attackers:
At at November 7 meeting between
Cushman, Broder, Portland Police
Department Chief Michael Chitwood
and several others, Chitwood pledged
a quick investigation into the behavior
of the officers involved. He also pledged
to meet regularly with representatives .
of the gay community and said his de- .
partment will not tolerate hate violence in Portland.
Broderfiledaformalcomplaintwith
the Maine Civil Liberties Union to look
into possible discrimination and negligent behavior on the part of the Portland police department.

The Patience
by Micky Thompson

'

Violence Gives
Birth to Rainbow Task Force
by Eric Gordon
The recent harassment and assault
of two gay men in Portland (see adjacent article) has led to the formation of
a task force which will meet regularly
with the Portland Police Department.
The proposed task force will seek to
reach beyond the gay community and
beyond the subject of violence. "We'd
like to see the task force represent
other groups who meet with harassment and viol!lnce," said Diane Elze,
an organizer of the movement. Elze
cited Asians, Jews, people of color, the

aged and the disabled as potential task
force representatives. Elze also sees a
real need to work with social service organizations, policedepartments, school ·
:rstems and the general public. She
nopes the task force can not only work
to eliminate harassment and violence
but also actively promote an appreciation of diversity in Portland.
People interested in learning more
about the task force as it develops can
reach Elze at 774-6877, The AIDS
Project, during the day.

Notable Quotables

John Gauche of Sentencing Options
commenting on Harvey Prager's "al- ·
ternate sentence" for drug dealing:
"Working 45 hours a week with dying
AIDS patients is just as much a punishment as prison."

Graffiti seen on Freeport restroom wall:
"For a fun time meet here 4:30 Friday.
Bring a rubber."
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· I went and sat down my myself in a
booth_with my hot chocolate and mar· At first, it was just a purple spot in tyred myself to thoughts of his nice
the crook of my arm.
young looks; Nineteenish, lanky, blueI was getting ready to step .into the eyed, freckles on his nose, a bulge in his
shower, I caught .sight of my moony pocket, rough trade, definitely not out.
white belly in the mirror, my penis a re- He will live decades beyond me, I
tracted, frilly thing waring a small cap. lamented.
Then something else, something I didn't
He strolled around the lobby with
know I had . .I stood screwed to the floor
the paper cup of hot chocolate steamand stared at the spot in the mirror
ing in his hand; he looked much like a
fixedly as though a new penny had
union man with a strange new tool in
fallen from the. sky onto my arm. I . his hand trying to figure out where it
knew then and there · I wouldn't tell
goes. He came up to my booth, and
anyone.
without a trace of the smi!e on his lips
I watched the spot multiply by itself, that he had earlier, he asked me if
in itself, for over a week. It became anyone was sittiqg there.
monstrous thing,-though only the size
Yes, I said, but he don't mind being
of nickel. A rotten spot on a apple good sat on.
only for a vinegar. I began to despise it
Up in his dumpy apartment adjamostly for its stealth. It is so slow to
cent to the medical center (we had
move that I can't keep tabs on it.
decided to blow off our jobs, stupidly,
Even while rotting I could pick up a
people will start wondering why I am
young guy in the Burger King. Sum- being so careless) the lad . insisted
mer had ended the night before-a breathlessly that he had never done
killing frost had struck-and all the anything like this before. Hah, I
crickets shut up. Life was retreating thought; start dying, Jind watch the
underground. Not that there was . ironies accumulate as sure as rust
anything symbofic about such things. I accumulates on an old bicycle left out
wasn't dead yet, and when I have died, in the weather. You are always moving

My thoughts kept swarming under my shirt
sleeve, the one buttoned down to the·wrist,
and it was like being stabb~d to death.
I

.

I doubt very much a killing frost will
happen to occur. But it was fall. Paper
pumpkins, nowhere near convincing,
smiled stupidly from the walls of the
res.t aurant. I was on my way to catch
a bus to work and needed a diversion
from the cold, so I went in for a cup of
hot chocolate. My thoughts kept
swarming under my shirt sleeve, the
one buttoned down to the wrist, and it
was like being stabbed to death. The
cute guy was ordering another hot
chocolate right next to me. We looked
to one another arid smiled at our simultaneity.
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in circles which endlessly double back
upon themselves while widening in
scope, my circle now coming dangerously close to its terminus, where it
will one day take its final tum. Up
there in his room, by the hospital, he
told me he thought he was bi, and
made a point to tell me he had a girlfriend but that he was in need of something else. He wanted me to do him, as
he put it, that is put it to him, so I
wondered just how innocent he thought
he was. And he insisted that I not use
a rubber because he didn't have any-
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Weltschauung
by S. Noxious
/

Well, a lot of interesting things
have happened to me this summer;
and like a student beginning another
year of school, I will relate some of the
more interesting experiences I've had.
1 came out this summer, and believe me, it was an interestingly weird
thing that I had to go through. First
off, I'm a punk. I've been one since I
was fourteen, and I'm now twenty
one. In the one third of my life that
I've been involved with the Punk
scene, I've seen a lot of change with
the music, and attitudes. However,
this article, or column, or whatever
the hell it is that I'm writing isn't
going to be devoted entirely to this
subject.
.
In the beginning of June, I started
going to support group meetings. The
first thing I noticed that I was the
only one in the room with a mohawk,
boots, and a smelly, disgusting leather
vest , with several years accumulation ofpaint.
All of the girls thought this was
kind of cool, some of them being punks
themselves, and due to a large amount
of the punk scene being made up of
lesbians, I was accepted. Yes, to all of
you women readers, I like the fact
that you think difference is cool. The
boys, on the other hand, dressed fairly
conservatively, some in the latest
trendi-wendie disco attire , and
seemed to talk a lot about college. I
detected a few lithps here and there,
and one who gushed enthusiastically
that he was going to be published in
Cosmopolitian, and that he, (I dunno ,
I don't think 'he' fits the description)
was going to be the latest sensation
that hit the pages of said rag.
Except for the girls, almost nobody

I could relate to here, though I still
went. I heard about the "Gay" community so I head to a bar to check it
out. The only community that I saw
was the one that followed me into the
bathroom.
Then one night in June I am riding
my skateboard out by the university.
The streets_are empty, and there is a
cool breeze. I need to relax and think,
1 am going through some heavy shit
in my life, and I want some time out.
I skate above the freeway, and stop on
the overpass. I stare at the divided
lines and contemplate.
I noticed the park. It seemed deserted, so I skate in, thinking that the
age of AIDS nobody would be here. I
walk across to the bandstand, where
I light cig. Other than some people .
partying on the other side, I see nobody.
Just when I feel relaxed enough to
start meditating, some guy walks up.
He's a psuedo-blonde, wearing a blue
and black shirt, and impossibly clean '
white pants. They are so white that
they glow. I immediately know what
he wants from me, but he ain't gonna
get it, uh-uh, never, no way in hell.
I decide I want to talk, so we walk
around the park dodging piggies. I
blend in, but his clothing made him
stick out like a sore thumb. So people
still cruise the park.
We are riding down the turn pike in
his car, and the sky is beginning to
show a few streaks of grey. We are
headed for some godforsaken rest
area, and he says to me, "you know,
you'll never get anything, the way
that you dress, don't you?" As a perfume salesman, he knew the proper
way a homo should dress and act.
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Our Paper needs graphic artists, layout people, ph_otographers,
writers and distribution people. _
Find out what's involved. Write to
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104, or come to a
7 pm Tuesday night meeting at 9 Deering Street,(rear) in Portland.
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"Dyyyykkkes !"
by Anne Hutchinson
My girlfriend and I go into a com et
store not far from here to get a soda. As
we come out in to the parking lot a voice
from a speeding truck spits out,
"Dyyyykkes!" into the evening darkness. The voice and truck roar away,
leaving an uneasy sigh. This is not the
first time such an experience has happened, so after discharging a round of
well chosen expletives, we get into my
truck and drive home. I drive home
thinking about how much I like the
word 'dyke'. I think about how badly

the person with the voice must have
been treated to feel compelled to verbally attack. I think about homophobia and heterosexism and a world without either. A world without .gay oppression where there are no such attacks, verbal or otherwise. - I wonder
what it wouid like to live in a nonhomophobic world.
I have spent most of my adult life
either drinking too much to forget the
oppression or mobilizing my and other's
anger to fight the oppression. Gay

WELTSCHAUUNG
contil_!ued from page 7
I respond, ''Well! Ifother gay people
are so shortsighted to judge me by the
way I look, than I don't want anything
from them!" I still refuse to have anything to do with brainless people . .
He talks about 4ow cruising rest
areas is a really great thing to do,
before going to sleep. Needless to say,
I don't get any sleep. The next morning, I watch a seemingly endless
parade of trucks, and a lot of fat old
ladies from New Jersey bitch to their
hu~bandsabouttheheat. Otherthan
this, I AM BORED out of my fucking

mind'!!!!
I start hitting bars again, and in
my frustration, I start getting drunk.
One time when I was pissed out ofmy
mind, somebody came up to me and
tried to talk with me. I find out later
that this somebody is an ex-marine,
ex-cop, weirdo sadist type. Another
time, another bar, but the same state
of mind, some godforsaken- lithpy
thing attaches itselfto me like a parasite.
At still another bar, but in a conscious state of mind, an ·older man
plants his bloated scabrous carcass
on the stool next to mine, and tries to
come on to me by using the 'here, let
me buy you another beer' approach.
Sorry, but I've drunk my fill of the ·
'Gay community'.
I wander around madder'n an animal porno freak who got a video of
amoebas-splitting, for about a week I
do this. It seems no matter where I go
I always seem to attract the sleaziest,
most disgusting scumbags on the face
of the earth. Being a homo, I'll only
have to put up with this for the rest of
my life. Wonderful thought, ain't it? ·
Doesn't it ma:lf'e you just want to do

something fun, like slashing your
wrists to ribbons, or fuck a broken
beer bottle?
Then, a couple days ago, it hit me.
The thought impacted on my brain,
shattering the illusion. I was left
looking at the world as if through a
crystal lens. In this new light, everything fell into perspective. What I
thought was the homo community
didn't hang out in bars. The homo
community is like any other group of
'normal' people. They have no pretensions on how you dress, and (usually)
don't categorize sexual practices with
_how you dress. This is good news to
me, as I happen to be a Punk, and not
a stupid leather queen. Personally, I
cannot comprehend how people can
get off on dressing in black leather,
tying each other up, and have fun
beating on each other, while'having
sex. Aside from going to hardcore
shows, I_don't find pain fun .
I discovered that while the 'gay
community' and the'Gay lifestyle'both
be mixed together, and entwined
endlessly, they can also be separated
entirely from each other. Perhaps I
want to be considered a part of the
homo community, but, at the same
time, I don't want to be isolated from
the Punk community, as we are much
moreti~htly knit. To me, the lifestyle
sucks death Oiterally!!) and I want no
part ofit.
You might say, "I could have told
you all along." True, you could hav~,
butit is my firm beJiefthat knowledge
gained through hard labor and expe-rience lasts longer than knowledge
that is just given away. ,Thanks for
your time.

time I encounter injustice, meanness,
Bars and Gay Pride Marches mark the
moments of my life. What would my
or any tim~ my worid isn't exactly the
way I know it should be, just as my
life look like beyond the ether and the
niece and nephew do if I pin a diaper
anger? What would it look like for ·a n
wrong or if there's too much noise in
ofus? In a world where pepple were enthe room or they've had enough mashed
couraged to wear what they were
comfortable in and to act the manner
peas.
that became them would we have a
I believe it wears our souls down to
need for drag and drag shows? In a
live in an unjust, destructive world and
not scream loudly, or notjump up and
world where lesbian relationships were
simply presented as one-of the options
do something. Deep inside we hate
would we have "women's" bars or a
ourselves for living on a restrictive
need to go somewhere to know we are
world and allowing it to continue, no
matter which side of the oppression we
not invisible? These are questions I
think about for I have no clear picture
are on: Gay or Straight, Male or Female,
Black or White. We know how gay opof what I struggle toward in this work
of Gay Liberation and yet I look toward
pression hurts us as gay people or how
sexism affects women or how racism
its arrival. .Like a slighted person
awaking suddenly at night in a strange
harms Blacks; now we are beginning '
to look at how gay oppression hurts the
bed groping toward the light switch
humanity or- heterosexuals and how
that must be not too far away, I grope
forward toward the hope of liberation
sexism harms men and how racism
damages the souls of whites. Because
that must not be too far away.' And not
just for me. But for all of us. For it is
it does. And it is important to rememtrue that none ofus are truly free while
ber none of us came into the world
another is in chains.
.
wanting it to be this way. Not for ourI drove home last weekend . from
selves, not for anyone we loved. As gay
Outright's 1st Anniversary dance .with
people we are getting very good at
two members of the Colby College B/1)
screaming loudly; we .are getting very
good at believing we matter enough to
GCommunity, one letter for each ofus.
The three of us cozy and close in the cab
deserve to. have things the way we
of my small truck, driving home in the
know they should be;,we ~re le~rping
driving rain, singing together. Someto unclench our fists, extend open
where between the Sydney Bog and the . hands. We've been fighting for our
lives alone long enough.
Kennebec River I noticed how possible
this work of liberation was beginning
There are many people who love us
to seem for me. At some point between
very much, who want us to continue
'Over The Rainbow' and the songs from
and flourish. Sometimes I actually ·
'My Fair Lady" I remembered a hope I ·notice those people and how important
I am to their lives. I want -to clearly
hadn't felt since I was my. niece and
remember the kind of world I was born
nephew's age.
expecting. I want a clear picture of
A year and a half ago I became the
aunt of twins. They have taught me
what it will look like for all of us to be
held warm and secure in this world
much about life and love, acceptance
and forgiveness. When I look at them
that is our home. I want us to have the .
I see the potential we all were born
kind of ·world my niece and nephew
with; I see how good to the very heart
expect to live in. The kind of world we
of our beings we are, how open, trust- · all expected whep we were young. I
ing and hopefµl we all started out. I'm
want that world for the queens and fagtrying to look strangers in the ·eye as
gots and yes, for the hets. I want that
unflinchingly as my niece and nephew
world for lesbians, queers and straights.
do. I sometimes begin to climb the next
I want it for the transexuals, bisexuals,
interesting obstacle I encounter simunisexuals, omnisexuals, asexuals.
ply because it looks intriguing, the same Mostly though I want it for the two
way the young ones are enticed by the
dykes in the parking lot and for the
challenge of the stairs or bookcases. voice from the speeding truck in the
·
I'm learning to scream loudly every dark not too far away.
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Jerry's Banter
Personals
In the Springof1979, after spending
a year in the midwest, I returned to
Portland. Lonely, I spent that summer
picking up tricks in the Oaks, and not
feeling good about it. Somewhere along
the way I'd acquired the notion that sex
had to be "meaningful". That it should
be between men who have some kind of
commitment to each other, love', or at
the very least friendship has to be part
of it. Anonymous sex is , I. believed ,
morally reprehensible. This is baggage
I haven't completely unloaded.
·1 decided to try an ad in the Maine
Times. I'd been reading the personals
in that ecology weekly since they first
appeared and I was curious. Because I
was looking for a "lasting'' and "meaningful" relationship and believe that
can take place only between people in
the same generation I included my age.
I don't remember much else about my
ad, probably I did not include words
like honest and sincere. I thought they
were givens.
Responses were meagre.Non~ of the
men who answered my ad would I
describe as Gay: None were out, some
were married. Most were simply looking for a roll in the hay. I was, too, but
I was also looking for someone to go for
walks along the beach, attend concerts.,
visit museums and eat dinner out.
One response just about freaked me
out. Though it was signed only Bill, I
recognized from the return address that
it was from my boss's boss. I knew he
was separated from his wife but-h ad no
idea he was homosexual. I called him
and suggested we meet for dinner. He
invited me to his place. I was fool enough
to accept. He was very needy but too
frightened or discrete to play tag in the
park or be seen in a Gay bar. I couldn't
get him to go places. He was afraid to be
seen with me. After all, I was out and
lots of mutual acquaintences knew I
was Gay. He was a good cook and
drank good scotch but I had passed the
point in my life when I was willing t~
swap dinner at his 12lacefor sex. Except
for my run-in with Bill which provided
food for thought I felt the money I had

Judith Lippa, MSW
Lie. Clinical Social Worker
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Bike For -Hope
spent on the Maine Times ad was a
waste.
Also that summer I met Tom, a blond
hardhat who had recently returned to
his, home state from California. Tom
and I still get together couple of times
a year, more if he's between women.
We have gone only one place together
in the almost ten years we've known
each other and had the luck to run into
someone Tom worked with. Tom introduced me as his uncle. Later I toid him
. he was crazy, we don't look anything
alike and he was drawing attention to
himself by telling an obvious lie. Tom
can admit, when he's full of beer that
maybe he's bisexual. I don't kno~, but
he's good sex. ·
This Spring I started to answer ads
in the Maine Times again. I was curious to see ifl and the men I might meet
had changed in 9 years. The first ad I
answered was placed by a guy who
owns a camp on one of the Belgrade
Lakes. I visited him one Sunday afternoon. It was uncanny. He was born the
same year I was in the same part of
New York. We have the same accent
and we trim our beards the same way.I
thought for fifteen minutes I had met
my doppelganger - my physical and
emotional twin. But I quickly discovered Saul was married though separated. I also found out soon enough
that he was not about to come to Portland to see me. His list of men that he
wanted to meet_was just too long. I
would have to wait my turn again. It
r.ever came up. Mother always w:arned
me n_ot to become too intimate too
quickly. Guys quickly lose interest in
bimbos.
·
I decided, yet again, that! was never
going to bed with a guy until after our
· third date. Another ad I answered was
placed by a Gay man who it turned out
lives about 1/2 mile from me: He isn't
my doppelganger and I don't think there
is any sexual attraction between ~s but
we both like to walk for exercise and we
can giggle about the same things. Just
a couple of campy queens. Harry's also
introduced me to some of his friends.
More importantly, by talking to him
he's helped me figure out who I am and
what I can rationally expect in this
world.
If there .is a villain in this piece it
was my belief in the American shibboleth that says for every person there is
a spiritual soul mate with whom one
can achieve lasting bliss. I've also
stopped believing that I must find sincere love and approval from one significant person. I have found friends to-eat
out with, go to concerts, museums and
walks on the winter beach arid practice
safe sex. True, I don't do all these
-things with the same people. I've
stopped answering ads in the Maine
Times, I'm just too busy.

a

On a blustery Saturday, November
29, 125 riders completed the 27 mile
Bike for Hope round-trip course from
-Portland ·to Cousins Island in Yarmouth. Riders in the Bike-a-Thon collected over $13,000 in pledges.to benefit The AIDS Project. AIDS Project resource development coordinator Ed
Wimert called it a "wonderful event
which showed that the whole community cares about AIDS." Many of the
riders were young students, including
25 from Wentworth Middle School in
Scarborough. Bert LeClair of Portland
received the prize for collecting $1,050
in pledges, the most of any rider.

Portland Police Chief Michael '
Students from Wentworth
Middle School in Scarborough · Chitwood who lead the procession.~
who raised nearly $1,000. Y

Photos by Fred Berger

John Alexander and Dot
. Durgin who organized lunch
on the CMP grounds on Cousins Island. Y
'

Donna Brown, AIDS Project
volunteer coordinator, and
David Ketchum, Bike-a-Thon
organizer. .a.
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The Patience
continued from page 6
-

most obscene thing about dying is
thing. I just looked at him. We don't
ing, and the bank clock lighting up the
President of the United States a piece
want you to get pregnant now, do we, I - watching everything go on functioning · dusk had not been set to the new,
of his mind.
as ifnothingis the matter. Life will not
lectured. He took the matter into his
correct hour. I began to fantasize a
Reagan ambles up to the podium, all
own hand, but I couldn't rise to the - fly at half-mast. I couldn't ennoble myscene wherein I am driving a fast car
the microphones in a bouquet in front
self with the impending doom of my
occasion. There was indeed something
and am not afraid to crash. I elaborate
of him, poised, almost vibrating with
horrible about it, like watching a child
demise, because even though I was
upon the fantasy until I am on a mounthe tension, the programs pre-empted.
pull a loaded pistol out of a drawer.
dying and knew myself to be, I didn't
tainside in the middle of the night with
He is still wet and red-eyed from his
He said we should get together some
really accept that I was actually going
the cold rain changing to snow. I am
ordeal on the rain-slicked road. "My
other time to give it another try and
to be dead. No fiber of my body could
making hairpin turns with ease. My
fellow Americans. A short while ago . .
asked me for my number before I fled.
"
In order to circumvent further embarThe President recounts in startling
I couldn't enoble myself with the impending
rassment, I made one up. A first time
detail his ordeal in the mountains. He
for everything.
doom of my demise, because even though I
quotes me, verbatim. He admits to failI ended up down by the waterfront,
ure
in his attitudes and policies, He
was dying andknew myself to be, I didn't respent and chain-smoking. It is a priandN ancy are eventually in tears. The
mal, unvegetated place, a few fems
professionaljoumalists are all in tears. ·
ally accept that I was actually going to be
blackened by the frost, some Queen's
The American public, in tears. All indead.
Anne's lace standing high and crisp,
justices will be lifted. All will change,
mostly oily mud and slimey water
tomorrow.
accept it. Even the purple dot became
dotted with garbage and stinking of rot
headlights illuminate a hitchhiker up
The bus windows are opaque with
another blemish, a natural phenomand seaweed. I hate it there, but I can
ahead, and I immediately wonder ifhe
night. With even the mo,5t bloody vioena showing up in the sun. I breathed
go there and roll up my sleeve and
is cute. But the fantasy refuses to take
lent of dreams, the horror is snapping
in
more smoke, took a piss, and went on
stare at my arm in peace and suffer. I
old guy
·out of it, because for a moment the
me in this direction-it is
my way.
felt entitled to dwell in this place which
barely able to run along the pavement.
dream and continue waiting. I must
On my way home on the bus, the day
I imagined to be on the very extreme of
I don't even ask him where he is going;
try not to roll up my sleeve on the bus .
-was rapidly becoming a perfectly ordithings, where the disenfranchised hang
I just pull over and tell him to get in. It
and stare at my arm, like the way I did
out. I realized I was full of shit, but it . nary day as it was being absorbed into
is Ronald Reagan.
after the first time I gave blood in high
the reservoir of all the other days I
didn't matter. I could still feel my preI try to be cool and put into order
school. Maybe I have to consult a
have forgotten about. Outside the black
tensions, yes-the cancer doesn't blot
what I want to say to him. I have him
physician, or a quack healer who will
windows, a smearing rain was startthese out.:::... and I still hate them. The ·
where I want him for as long as I want.
hold gum erasers against my lesions
I get to set the record straight. I blurt - and holler, Out ! Out!
out-I've got a hell of a fucking bone to
Ever since I was boy I have woken in
pick with you, asshole. Then I go on
the middle of the night with a strange
+-I__._l--+-1-+---+--+---+-+--+:,......./t+-t'\-+--it--t-'
and on, and I can't even be sure what I
fear on my hands as terrible as my own
I
/..
I
I
am saying to him over the next few
heart in my hands. At night, the body
hoursofmythreeminutefantasydrive;
is so still that it dares to consider:
What is a living thing? To live only
I just know that all my anger and frus1
tration are leaving my body and going
means one day to die. The simple
home.
flatness of this fact hits against me
The President doesn't move as I pour
hard, and I awake as though bludgit all over him. "Well," he interrupts,
eoned to life, unable to breathe my
holding up one hand. "I didn't cause
We provide up to $200 per month to people living
heart
racing senselessly.
this epidemic." That's true. I slam on
with AIDS and AIDS-related illness. This money provides a
the brakes and the car pinwheels in the
And I will wake like this again and
vital buffer to ensure a decent quality of life and options
road. I grab him by the chicken neck,
again, always coming against the irre-
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in health care which public assistance simply doesn't
provide ..
We also address a wide spectrum of other health
concerns through grants to groups like OUTRIGHT, The
Alliance of Lesbian and Gay Youth, and scholarships to
individuals working in our community to attend educational events.
·we need your help to continue our work. Your con- .
tribution to our incorporated, non-profit <?rganization is
tax deductible.

Please, send your check today to the Maine Health
Foundation, Inc., Box 7329 DTS, Portland, ME 04112
Name
Address - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I must try not to roll up my sleeve on the bus
and stare at my arm, like the way I did after
the first time I gave blood in h~gh school.
baring down until my fingers meet my
thumb coming around the other side of
his neck. The President doesn't make
a peep, only a whistling sound, like
someone trying to breathe though a
reed. I don't want to kili him.
I ask him how venerable he feels
right now. I expect no answer, ofcourse.
He gives me an imploring look. I say:
Imagine having to feel like this all your
life. Then maybe you'll have some
inkling as to what it's been like the past
decade. I rele.ase him. Letting him go
is part of the satisfaction. I feel pumped
up with this newfound power. Th!;ln I
begin to feel sorry for myself-what .
good would it do? Instead of proving
how screwed up he and his ilk are, all
I have done is confirm what a kook I
am. He will tell' me the police I kidnapped him and tried to make a pass at
him. He'll milk sympathy from the
television watchers. They'll hear how
a confused, sick man tried to give the

sistible fact that it is our ultimate duty
to die. Only this time I will be thinking:
How odd that the knowledge of certain
death does not cancel out the horror of
impending death. Such knowledge is
just a tune whistled in the dark, Sitting up in bed, sweating, I can still
laugh; Such a joke, this old fear.
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Masterton Building:
·A Name Maine
Lesbians & Gays ·Can Support
By Richard Steinman
The newest building at the University ofSouthern Maine has been named
in honor of Nancy Masterton, formerly
a Republican member of Maine's House
of Representatives, and her husband,
Robert Masterton, the late president of
the Maine Savings Bank. For Maine's
lesbian-gay community, the honoring
of this establishment couple from Cape
Elizabeth has special meaning, for each
of them - in their distinct capacities
as public officials - has played a--brief
but noteworthy role in the short history of our struggle for gay civil rights.
In the Winter of 1972-73 a handfui
of courageous lesbian and gay Orono
students planned the first state-wide
g~y gathering. Months before the
scheduled May 1973 dates for the
Symposium, their request for meeting
space on the Orono Campus was routinely approved-by lower-level administrators.
Then, in the early spring of 1973,
Rev. Buddy Frankland, Minister of the
Bangor Baptist Church, got wind of the
impending gay conference and created
a state-wide furor over the fact that it
was to be held at the University. As
allies in his cause he quickly enlisted
several bigots who were members of
the Legislature. Together they raised
a hue and cry, insisting that the
University's trustees rescind the space
approval and banish the gay conference. They threatened that unless the
University complied with theird;mand,
they would prevail upon the Legislature to hold up the University's entire .
appropriation for the upcomiQg biennium.
·
For days the inflamed issue was
reported under eight-column headlines
in some Maine newspapers. It was in
this atmosphere that the Board of
Trustees deliberated, and delegated
resolution of the issue to one ofits committees. · Robert Masterton, at that
time serving a term as one of the
University's trustees, was the chair of
that committee.
At the climax of its deliberations
the committee met in all-night session'.
Masterton was among those who argued eloquently that, of all places, a
university was the social institution
most expected and most suited to
provide a ·forum for the expression of
ideas, values and philosophies-espe,
cially those which were unpopular in
their own time and place.
His leadership of the committee was
steadfast and skillful,-his principles,
unwavering. These qualities, together
with his prestige and the strong support of the committee, were instrumental in guiding and encouraging the
full Board of Trustees to fir.roly stand .
their ground against the demagogues.

It may occur to some readers that,
even if Masterton had not provided
such stalwart leadership, (a) the Courts
would have forced the University to
provide use of the space, and (b)
Frankland's legislative rabble could
never have persuaded a majority of
their colleagues to withhold the
University's budget.
True enough. The difference that
Masterton and his supporting colleagues made is that, unlike the trustees of the Universities ofMissouri and
Oklahoma-who had to be dragged,
kicking and screaming, through ·the
federal court system before they were
forced to authorize lesbian-gay organizations to have access to their campuses-the University of Maine voluntarily affirmed that lesbians and gays
had the same constitutional rights to
make use of a public facility as any
other citizens of the state.

It is not impossible that when the
University's Trustees stood firm, this
had an indirect influence on the
Legislature's and Governor's decision,
in the mid-70's, to follow the lead of
several other states in "decriminalizing!homosexual acts between consenti11g adults in private.
A few years later, the Maine lesbian-gay community having consolidated its gains, the first bill was introduced into the Legislature to amend
the state human rights law so as to
forbid discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation. Predictably; this
struggle is proving·much harder to win
than the one for University premises.
Back in 1977, 70 members of our
community crowded ·a legislature
committee's first hearing on the bill.
We sent up a great cheer when initially
no one spoke up to oppose the bill after
so many had testified in its favor. But
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rather than a block.
When the bill finally reached the
floor of the House there ensued a 100minute debate which must ~urely have
been one of the Maine House of Representatives' finest hours. Yet, the rabble
was briefly heard from but much more
prevalent were remarkably enlightened voices. For example, a retired
Army Colonel from rural Maine (a Republican) said that, because of the institutionalized discrimination he had
routinely helped enforce against gay
and lesbians throughout his twentyodd years in the military, he knew the
discrimination that gay people faced,
and that therefore this bill should be
passed. A democratic member, with ,
remarkable candor, said that because
of his personal effeminacy, he was often stereotyped, and discriminated
against as if were a gay man. Therefore, passage of the bill would help
. others in addition to gays. Yet another
Democratic representatives, a very
light-skinned Black man, testified that,
because he is often mistaken for being
white, he knows from personal experience ·how intolerable it is to consishear oppressors speaking
tently
against one's minority groµ~supposedly behind their backs. He said
that, as a largely invisible minority,
gays are constantly subjected to this
sarrie humiliation, and that the ·hill
must be passed to discourage bigots
from publicly E)xpressing their slander.
Then Rep. Nancy Masterton took
the floor. She spoke with quiet authority and deep conviction in support of
the bill. She described the fateful night
ofher husband's committee's deliberations (publicly revealing this for the
first time), and offered the University's
courageous act as a beacon to guide the
Legislature toward similar enlightenment. To the dozen or so lesbian and
gay men seated in the gallery of the
House, the entire debate was immensely impressive. To this observer,
Nancy Masterton's delivery was the
capstone of that memorable occasion.
(Ifeighteen more votes had changed
from ~No" to "Yes", the bill would have
passed in the House, but it lost in the
Senate anyway.)
The newly-named Masterton Build~
ing houses USM's School of Nursing and Social Work department. These
two professions were well known for
their relative degree of commitment to
lesbian-gay rights. It seems particularlyfittingthat buildirghousingth'em
should be named for two Maine citizens who had theintegritytotaketheir
stands for gay rights, publicly and courageously.

we cheered too soon.
Just imagine if the Trustees had
In addition to the members of the
been guided to an opposite decision,
committee conducting the hearing,
knuckling under to the legislative
there were · several legislators lining
rabble-rouser's threat. At best, there
the walls of the hearing room listening
would have been a lacerating court
to the testimony. One of them was the
battle. At worst, the first symposium
then Rep. Jasper Wyman (at the time .
would have had to move off campus or
a Democrat) who recently ran for the
be cancelled, resulting in incalculable
U.S. Senate as a Republican opposing
wounds to the mental health ofMaine's
Sen. George Mitchell. Wyman was
lesbians and gays and to the politics of
our movement. In addition, several. - very concerned when no one stepped
forward to testify against the bill. The
years of bitter litigation would have
legislative committee granted- him a
followed. Passions would have rerecess while he hurriedly scribbled
mained inflamed in many parts of the
some notes on the back of an envelope.
state, just as they did in Miss·ouri and
Then his and only one or two other
Oklahoma. Instead, they quickly died
voices were raised against the bill.
down in the wake of the Trustees' firm
Forewarned and forearmed, in each
stand.
succeeding session he has returned to
Thus the first Maine Gay Sympothe
he_a rings with a small army of
sium went off as planned, smoothly
opposing
followers.
and undisturbed. Perhaps an even
.
Back
in
1977 a lesbian and three gay
more important tribute to Robert
men
lobbied
individual legislators on
Masterton's leadership amongst the
behalf
of
our
community.
Jim Tierney
Trustees, is the fact that, since the
(a
Democrat),
the
present
Attorney
fateful night of his Committee's cliGeneral
who
now
supports
the bill,
matic deliberations, there has been a
was then the Speaker of the House. At succession of fourteen annual symposia, ~ll of them taking place peacefully
that time he opposed the bill because
on various campuses of.the University.
he considered it unenforceable and beAnd it hardly needs mentioning that
cause he feared enemies would exploit
during this decade-~d-half the lesit, ifpassed, to destroy the whole human
bian-gay community has routinely held
rights law. · Nevertheless, he "freed"
numerous other meetings on
the individual members of his, the
University's premises.
majority party, tovotetheirconscience _
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Dear Mother,
I am planning to give.a small
dinner party and would like very
much to invite my closest friends and
their respective mates. I am concerned, however, that one or more of
my comrades may invite a member of
the opposite gender to accompany
them to the affair. Would it be
permissible for me to ask that
heterosexual impulses be curtailed
for this one evening, so that nothing
unsavory or licentious taints an
otherwise pleasant event? Sincerely,
Terribly Concerned
Dearest Concerned,
Mother is puzzled as to why one
would acquaint oneself with such rifraf to begin with. Surely, Concerned
is aware that heterosexually inclined
persons cany all manner of diseases,
and are e.ften prone to participation in
child abductions and promiscuous
self indulgences. However, Mother
does not wish to tell Concerned what
to d.o. If Concerned insists on having
such a party, despite the fact that it
will break Mother's heart, then
Mother must insist that heterosexual
behavior be specifically prohibited. If
such behavior manifests itself, Concerned is to forcibly remove the
rowdy from the premises and refrain
from any further association with the
obviously disturbed individual.

R

IN MEMORY OF JIM
With Memories
I buried a friend
T.oday.
How many times
have I heard him say,
"go ahead, one more won't hurt ya' ",

Sisters and brothers
As if of one soul
One purpose

And so
When I hear someone else say
"Go ahead, one more won't hurt ya' ",
I wonder
How they know that!

·No god or man
.Can turn us
Take us in

W. Wood

And our goddess
Find your children
Set our hearts
To freedom
And to a love
Greater than us
All

UNITARIAN
UNIVERSAUSTS
because
there have
always been
people who
question
the religion
handed
· them.

---James Melanson

We don't offer "final and absolute
truth" or rigid dogma. We seek to
provide an enabling atmosphere in
which you can seek answers, ask new
questions -- in which you can
discover the truth of your own life.
For nnre .information and the churc;:h nearest
you, please call the Northeast District
office: 797-3246.

Love and kisses,
Mother

Anew way

Xaren J. Vanio, V.G.
WHOLISTIC CARE

Wholistic Chiropractic Healing Center
Rockport Center
114 Commercial St. . Rt. 1
P.O. Box 908 Rockport, ME 04856
236·9092

Deborah Cole MsEd

Catalog$ I. 50

National Certified Counselor

P.O. &ox·365, Wnt·Rockport.Maine 04865
207-594-0694
,

.

.

Wlldc:rafted a n d ~

grown herbal remedies. Herbwalks,

with special interest in :
•
•
•
•

transition & loss
npn traditional families
dysfunctional & ACOA patterns & issues
internalized oppression

slidahows,_,w orkshopl and Flower EsHnc:e Consultationa.

.. o.b s,.Je. llub..lln

19 South St., Portland, Maine

· faw for people

775-6598

WOODFORDS
.

Main St.

Searsport, Maine 04974

Offices
located behind Jaret &
... (Law
.
.
.:

12

772-0990

Cohn)
.

548-6689
548-2929

~f

~

c~ ·
.

129 SPRING STREEi
PORTLAND, MAINE
772-1374

Families

rood

aICohol

VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, _P1!,D,
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

ab Use
Sexuality

Back Cove Counseling Center
527 Ocean Avenue
Portland. Maine 04103
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Dianne Davidson and Band

The Wishing Tree
Reviewed by Tom Hagerty

The Wishing Tree is an enjoyable
selection of essays on mystical religion
by Christopher Isherwood (1904-1986).
Very clear and pragmatic, the book
offers an explanation of how one man
found a viable spiritual option in Vedanta, the oldest of the great religions.
Isherwood, one of the great writers
and openly gay men of our ti~e, explains in his reliably straightforward
prose how he came to be introduced to
Vedanta by his friend and intellectual
peer Gerald-Heard. Isherwood immediately tells how his doubts were not
met with religious dogma, but instead
were encouraged and affirmed. He asks
all the questions of-Vedanta any ofus
would ask any spiritual alternative
and conveys quite beautifully how h~
came to understand it.
Vedanta, as I understand it, seems
very similar to the Society ofFriendsthe Quakers (a religion that has been,
of late, very gay-positive). Both religions attempt to show love and devotion
to "the light within" - the "atman" or
"Brahman" - the Divine Reality that
exists both-outside of us as "god" and
inside of us as our "souls".
Isherwood explains Vedanta in
wonderfully understandable and
simple terms, and also invites us to
examine his own personal spirituality
and its development. In "What Vedanta
Means to Me" he lets us in on very
personal realizations: ''Vedanta made
me understan~, for the first time, that
a practical, working religion is experimental and empirical. You are always
on your own, findings things out for
yourself in your individual way. Vedanta starts you off with a single proposition, which is no more than a working
hypothesis. 'The Atman can be known.
We say so, on the basis of the past experiences of others. We don't want you
to believe anything. All we ask is that
you make a serious effort to get some
spiritual experience for yourself, using
the techniques of meditation which we
shall teach you. If, after a reasonable
pe~od of time, you have found nothing,
then never mind (Vedanta Guru)
Ramakrishna, never mind Christ,
never mind anybody; you are entitled
to say boldly that our teaching is a lie,
and we shall rf S!)ect you for saying so.
We have no use for blind believers.'
Who could decline such a challenge?
- 'This,' I said to myself, ' is what religion is really all about.'"
We're all sick ofreading that this or
that book is valuable to us dutj.ng the
AIDS crisis. However, parts of The

by Marjorie Love

Wishing Tree may actually be quite
useful to anyone who has spiritual
questionings; especially now when
most organized religion'.s are having a
field day with AIDS. Although we may
not wish to believe in the theory of
Karma, or don't feel like we w.ant to
spend our days meditating, there is
still so much wisdom in Ish~rwood's
writing and understanding that it deserves our attention.
The Wishing Tree
by Christopher Isherwood, edited by
Robert Adjemian. $9.95. Harper and
Row.

Boys Town
Reviewed by Tom Hagerty

Boys Town is a sweet novel, like
candy is sweet. The story bounces
happily through sex and love and fagbashing and AIDS, just like a little
smurf-book.
Sometimes-a lot of the time-this
works just fine, and Boys Town skims
along like a Bewitched rerun. Sometimes, however, the frosting gets really
thick and your sugar high turns into a
bad headache.
Boys Town is, if anything else, a
place-name dropper's guide to West
Hollywood. It also offers an excellent
portrayal of my, your and Armistead
Maup~n's favorite people -closet case
celebrities. Dan Carlton is a Los Angeles newscaster who seduces super-clone
Nash Aquilon, one of the main ~haracters, but wants their affair to be "discreet." Bosch really trashes Carlton,
portraying him as a greedy sell-out
whose only -affection is for money.
Carlton doesn't mind dumping the
indiscreet Nash to preserve his stardom, even when there appears to be
some honest love between them.
He eventually marries a woman in
an attempt to convince the world that
he's straight. Bosch is right on the
money with this one (although where
he got the character Maizie - Nash
and conipany's fat, black maid - is,
thankfully, beyond me).
If your literary diet has been Larry
~amer and Randy Shilts lately, look
into Boys Town - a little light read~
ing never hurt anybody.
Boys Town
by Art Bosc_h. $7.95. Alyson Publications

Where were you on the night of
November 4th? Just the facts, Ma'am.
I'm one ofthq.se people who complains
about n~eding more culture in my life,
who makes lots of notes on my calendar
about up-coming musical events, but
who all-too-often opts at the last minute for a fresh dough pizza and an evening of TV. Know the type?
But not on Friday, November 4th.
That night I made the astute decision
to get off my duff, drive a bit, and catch
the Dianne Davidson concert (without
so much as a date!) and am I ever glad
I did!
What I got for my effort-besides
· -the perennial pleasure of catching up
during breaks with long lost friendswas a high spirited and warm hearted
evening of rock, blues, country and
folk. Dianne and her band (Linda Geiger on drums, Larry Chaney on guitar,
and Leigh Maples on electric bass)
clearly had a fine time showing its
audience one.
The woman has a hell of a -voice.
Doing !?Ongs from Karla Bon off to the
Clovers (you remember .... "! really love
your peaches, wanna drink your
cream") plus some fine original pieces (like "Heaven Bound", a beautiful ode
to the black woman who raised her) ,
Diann~ really belts them ou~. We lis-

tened, we clapped and danced in the
aisles, and we lined up to buy Dianne's
latest album (on Second Wave), "Breaking All the Rules".
Pine Cone's productions take place
in the oh-so-atmospheric (and politically correct) First Parish Unitarian
Church. One on my favorite places for
intimate musical events! Wonderful
sound--_although I did have trouble
catching some of the lyrics. Their concerts are usually signed for the benefit
of the hearing impaired and the pleasure of us all, although the Dianne
Davidson show was un-signed due to
conflicting with an important
interpreter's convention in Boston.
So, where were you? While the concert drew a decent-sized crowd, it fell
short of the number needed for this , non-profit production ensemble to
break even. Too many women opting at
the last minute for pizza and Dallas, it
-seems. Now, this is how I look at it: we
need women's music in our lives, and
Pine Cone needs larger audiences in
order to survive/ I think I've got the
perfect solution for both our problems.
Mark your calendars now for Pine
Cone's next production "The Washington Sisters" on February ~5 (look for a
preview article on these pages in the
February issue). I'll ·s ee you there! You
won'~ regret it!

GLAD·DAYln

BOOKSHOP.

_LESBIAN & GAY LITERATURE
.673BOYISIONSTREET,BOS1DN,MA.02116(617)267-3010
Across From The Boston Public Library 2nd Ooor, Hours: Mon-Sai: 9:30AM-IIPM S un: 12-9PM

Hours: Mon.-Sat.
IO am til S pm
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Nffil Le:df 1'ooks
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438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841

207/596-0040
·
Specializing in books by ~nd about women, alternali~ health care and spirihcality.
Set our selection of gay and lesbian fiction and non-fiction.
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Seacoast N.H./Southern Maine.
Recently relocated GWM professional, ·
37, 5'10", 180 lbs., is anxious to meet
younger (to 29) G/Bi M's for friendly ,
frequent physical and emotional relationship. I'm chemical/smoke, free ....you be, too: LeUer/phone/photo
(?) to: P.O. Box 1460, Portsmouth, N.II.
03801.
Looking for 2 Gay males to share my
home in Westbrook. Hardwood floors,
sunny rooms, parking in my yard; Rent
$300 plus one third utilities. Would
like you to be responsible · and easy
going. I have 2 cats, ok? Please call Eric
and leave message on machine, 8549324.
Housesitter/pet sitter needed for
weekofDecember23-January 1. 4cats,
1 friendly dog. N~w house in beautiful ·
country setting in Winterport. Terms
negotiable. Call Dianne or Jennifer at
223-5156.
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39-year-old Bi-W couple, approx.
5'8", 210 lbs., wish to meet couple or
individual (M or F) for friendship and
sex. Live in Saco area, homeowners,
teenager and infant in home, interested in classical and other music and
concerts, movies; office workers; not
into drugs or heavy drinking; no prior
experience at this, looking for similar.
Write advertiser #65, c/o Our Paper,
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104.

· People Living With Illness announces the formation of a new therapy/support group for Parents of Persons Living with AIDS. The group will
meet Thursday mornings from 8-9:30,
starting December 1, 1988. The group
will be co-led by Tessa-Storme Lyon,
Ph.D., and Ted Parkman, M.Ed. For
further information, please call 603778-3011.

Female Roommate Wanted to share
lovely home in Sanford, Maine. Rent,
heat, electricity, w/d, etc. all included
except for the t ~lephone. $450 per
month negotiable for services such as
house cleaning, lawn qi owing, etc.Nonsmoker, no drugs. Call 207-490-1295
or 207-439-5540.

If you have the AIDS virus or you
love someone who does, please write
abqut it. Contribute to a collection of
short writings and poems about life
with AIDS. Send one to.ten pages to: A.
Miller, P.O. Box 25711, Washington,
D.C. 20007. Unpublished manuscripts
will be returned if a stamped,-self-ad-

· Homosexuality behind the Iron
CurtaiQ will be the topic of a lecture by
the noted professor -of social welfare,
Richard Steinman, MSW, PhD, recently retired from the University of
Southern Maine in Portland. The lecture will take place on Monday evening, December 5 at the UnitarianUniversalist Church, 292 State Street
in downtown Portsmouth, New Hampshire at 7 p.m. The program will be presented by Seacoast Gay Men, the old- ·
est and largest gay support organizatton in New Hampshire. A donation is
requested. Telephone (603) 898-1115
for additional information.

Thursday, December 1
W orld AIDS Day, Names Project Quilt
panels in Portland

Sunday, December 4
Cut-a-Thon to raise money for local
AIDS organizations, statewide.

Monday, December 5
Richard St~inman speaking on "Homosexuality Behind the Iron Curtain" at
Seacoast Gay Meri meeting in
Portsmouth, NH.

Saturday, December 17
Full moon gathering . at Gathering
Ground in Dexter. For directions send
SASE to Chris ofCoventree, Troy, ME
04987 . .

We are looking for a third person
to share a cozy, 3 bedroom-house in the
Deering area. Some features are: hardwood floors, sunny rooms, off-street
Young GWM, 44, 6'2", 175, good-looking, sixties-sort-of-guy. Artist, manly, . parking, quiet neighborhood on the
bus line, and plenty of storage space.
non-scene, non-mainstream, longhaired, articulate, educated, intense, . Rent is $285 plus 1/3 utilities. (House
is well insulated and heated bv oil, so
playful, monogamous (2 quality relaheatin£ costs are low.) No smokers or
tionships for a total of 17 years). Avid,
cat-haters, please. Please call Diane or
lusty, romantic. Seeks strong, virile G/
Cecilia.
761-4061 evenings.
A man (25-50 years) who retains a wild
unquenchable hope for an empowering
GWM, 33, neat, clean and responsible
marriage of love, best-friendship, rich
(with 2 cats) seeks roommate who is
sexual intimacy, independence, interalso neat, clean and responsible to sh; re
dependence, work, and a life of the . large house in Raymond. $275 plus 1/2
mind. Willing to relocate. Write at
utilities. Available immediately. Call
length to advertiser #62, c/o Ou,· Pa655-44 78. Leave message.
per, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME
Lesbian-recently moved to Camden,
04104.
looking for friends. Write advertiser
L.C.S.W., L.S.A.C., M.S.W ., C.A.C. or
#67, c/o . Our Paper, P.o. Box 10744,
Portland, ME 04104.
other licensable p,rofessional to join an
an associate of a rapidly growing priNew Dawn Adventures, Inc. Think
vate practice (soon to be agency) coversunshine year round! Co~e to our Caring the southern Maine area. Experibbean retreat, or send for a flyer of
tise in group and family therapy, early
offered workshops and outdoor trips
sobriety work, sexual abuse survivors
for women. P.O. Box 1512, Vieques,
and women's issues. Individual must
Puerto Rico. 00765. 506.-283-8717.
be creative and enjoy non-traditional , ,
"Somewhere, there must be a
techniques such as the power oflaughknight in shining armor who'll save
ter and play. Apply with resume, referme from being used, stepped on, and
ences and letter to Intervention Servhurt." AttractiveGWM,21,6'21/2", 180
ices. Kitterv Business Center, Route · lbs., seeks romantic GM 21-25 to spend
236, Kittery, Maine, 03904.
the cold winter cuddling and falling in
Attractive GWF, age 40, non-smoker,
love. Please hurry and write to adverchemical free seeks same in GF comtiser #68, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104.
panion aged 30-45. I enjoy nature,
intelligent conversation and good food,
Part-time business for sale. Leshave many interests. Lewiston/Auburn,
bian-owned commercial floor care
Brunswick, or Augusta areas. Write
business. All equipment and accounts. '
advertiser #69, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Portland area. Have moved, must sell.
Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104.
Asking $4,000, can finance if necessary. Call 377-2733 evenings.
Gay guy, civilian, mid-30's, masculine, trim, handsome, discreet wants to
meet young, handsome, athletic enThe rate for classifieds is $4 for
listed man or officer from local ME/NH
30 words, 10¢ for each additional
word. For personals add $2 for
military base for solid male friendship.
handling. All ads must be prepaid.
Looking to b-ond with independentMail
ads to Our Paper, P.O. Box
minded guy who'll be loyal buddy. Box
10744,
Portland, ME 04104. We
365, Seal Harbor, ME 04675.
Feeling Alive dating service. I can
help you find a compatible match. Call
Linda weekdays after 4 p.m. or weekends anytime at 878-2637. Low fee.

A

ask that you not use sexually
explicit language in your personals. Responses to personals ·
will not be opened by Our Paper
and will be forwarded to you
twice monthly.

·dressed enveloped is included. All proceeds to AIDS research.

The

BRUNSWICK
ARMORY
ANTIQUE
SHOW
60 Dealers
Adm. $1.75

with Adv. $1.50
P.O. Box .441, Wiscasset; ME 04578
'2 07-832-5550

10 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Sundays
Dee; 11

Jan. 15
Feb. 12
Mar. 12
Apr. 9

'\

The AIDS Project

48, Deering St.
Portland, ME 04101
AIDS Line
775-1267 and 1-800-861-AIDS
Daily 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mon. & Wed. 6-9 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
AIDS Action of Central Maine
P.O. Box 3113
Lewiston, ME 04240
AIDS Hotline 782-6113
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition
(BAGI.SC)
do 87 Sunaet Strip
Brewer, ME 04412
Batel Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 669
Batel College
Lewiston, ME 04240

Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering St.
PO Box 3771
Portland, ME 04104
773-2294

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Maine Chapter
Nat1 Assoc. of Social Worlten
PO Box 51112 Station A
Portland, ME 04101

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG)
Box 1566 Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada
E3B52G
606/457-2166

Maine Bi.sexual People's Network
PO Boxl792
Portland, ME 04104
780-4086 (meuages)

GLM (Gays and Lesbians ofMoncton)
CP 7102
Riverview, N .B., Canada
ElBIVO .
606/868-1013
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
do First Parish Unitarian Church
426 Congre1111 St.
Portland, ME 04101

Bowdoin Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College Brunswick, ME 04011

Gay/Lesbian Alliance
92 Beford St.
Portland, ME 04102
780-4086

Chiltern Mountain Club
POBox407
Boston, MA 0211 7
207-883-6934

Gay/Lesbian Contra Dancers
69 Mountain View Ave.
Bangor, ME 04401
947-2329

Colby College Biaexual, Lesbian and Gay
Community
do Student Activites Office
Student Center, Colby College
Waterville, ME 04901
DEAN (Down East AIDS Networlt)
POBox779
Blue_Hill, ME 04614
DELGO
Unitarian Church
126 Uni.on St.
Bangor, ME 04401
942-6603
Dignity/Maine
POBo:r8113
Portland, ME 04104

Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
780-4086 or 772-4741
Portland
GMSA (Gay Men's Social Allllociation)
PO Box 294
Conway, NH 03818-0294
(603) 367"8304 (Alan or Paul)
Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland, ME 04101
Harbor Masten Inc.
PO Box 4044
Portland, ME 04l01

Maine Connection
PO Box 5245
Station A
Portland, ME 04102
Maine Health Foundation Inc.
PO Box 7329 DTS
Portland, ME 04112
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
POBox232
Hallowell, ME 0434 7
MenytMeting AIDS Support Services
POBox57
Brunswick, ME 04011-0057
833-6016 or 726-8641
New Brunswick Coalition for Human
Rights Reform
P.B. Box 1666
Station A
Fredericton, NB E3B5G2
New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for
Gay and Lesbian Rights
POBox766
Contoocook, NH 03329
(603) 228-9009
Northern Lambda Nord
POBox990
Caribou, ME 04736
Gay/Lesbian Phoneline, 498-2088

Our Poper
PO Box 10744
Portland, ME 04104

I

OUTRIGHT
Portland Alliance of Gay & Lesbian Youth
PO Box 5028 Siation A
Portland, ME 04101

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
Midco&Bt Chapter-Brunswick area
726-4769, 623-2349, 729-0519
Portland Pride
PO Box681
Scarborough, ME 04074

PWA Coalition
25 Parris St.
Portland, ME 04101
775-1259
Seaco&Bt Gay Men
POBoxl394
Portsmouth, NH 03801
Trallllllpport (TS'l'V support group)
PO Box 17622
Portland, ME 04101
USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
92 Bedford St.
Portland, ME 041D3
Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay Rights
(VLGR)

Box 281
Hinesburg, VT 06461
Waldo County AIDS Education Committee
POBox772
Belfast, ME 04915
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Unio~
University of.Maine-Orono
Orono, ME 04469
WOMLAND (Womn Owning Maine land)
Trust
P0Box55
Troy, ME 04987

SUNDAYS
- Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/
Straight Coalition (BAGLSC)
meets the first Sunday and third
Thursday of every month at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer at 7 p.m.
Bates · Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Alliance--for discussion, support and
planning-every Sunday; 8:30 p.m.
in Hirasawa Lounge, Chase Hall,
Bates College, Lewiston.
Dignity/Maine, every Sunday, doors
open at 5:30 p.m., worship at 6 p.m.
First Parish Church, 425 Congress
St., Portland (please use rear entrance).
Northern Lambda Nord-last
Sunday of the month-business
meeting, 1 p.m. followed by poth~ck.
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance (MLGPA)--every third Sunday
of the month. Meetings , rotated
throughout state. See Calendar listing for location and time.
Gays in Sobriety, AA. 6:30-8 p.m.
speakers meeting, Williston West
Church, 32 Thomas St., Portland.
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous-every Sunday. Discussion
meeting at 4 p.m., Unitarian Church,
Main Street, Bangor. _
Sunday Liturgy--every week, 11
a.m. Holy Apostles American Orthodox Monastery, Rt.194, South Whitefield, ME. Cali 549-7325 for more information.

MONDAYS
Greater Bangor NOW, fourth
Monday of every month, 7-9 p.m. Call
989-3306 for info.
Feminist Spiritual Community~
every Monday at 7 p.m. Friends
Meeting House, Forest Ave., Portland, 773--2294 (come early).
Adult Children of Alcoholics
(ACOA)--open discussion with focus
on gay/lesbian issues, 7:30-9 p.m.,
YWCA, 87 Spring St., Portland.
Seacoast Gay Men---ilvery Monday,
7-9 p.m. (except first Monday and
holidays). Unitarian-Universalist
Church, 292 State St., Portsmouth,
NH (side door near basement). Call
Daryl (603) 335-4294.
BelfastAreaAIDS Support GroupFor PWA's, friends, family, and care
givers. Call 338-3736. (Family Planning, Monday-Thursday)
TUESDAYS
Gays in Sobriety, AA, 6-7 p.m.,
beginning meeting, First Parish UU
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland
7:30-9 p.m. Speaker/discussion meeting.
Families of Gays Support Groupsecond Tuesday of each month, 7:30
p.m. For more information call Ingraham Volunteers, 774-HELP.

Bowdoin College Gay-LesbianStraight Alliance, 7:30 p.m., Chase
Barn Chamber, Bowdoin College,
·
Brunswick.

Adult Children of Alcoholics
(ACOA)-step meeting with focus on
gay/lesbian issues. 5:30-7 p.m. YWCA,
87 Spring St., Portland.

Parents and Friends of Lesbians
and Gays-fourth Tuesday of the
month, 7:30 p.m., First Parish Pilgrim House, 9 Cleaveland St., Brun,
swick. Call 725-4769 for information.

VLGR (Vermonters for Lesbian
and Gay Rights) _{lleets first and
third Thursday of every month at
7:30 p.m. at the Peace and Justice
Center, 186 College St., Burlington,
VT.

Greater Portland NOW-fourth
Tuesday of the month, YWCA, 87
Spring St., Portland, 7:30 p.m.
Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon-every Tuesday, 7:30-7:30 p.m., Williston West
Church, 32 Thomas St., Portland.
Our Paper staff meeting-every
Tuesday, 7 p.m., 9 Deering St., Portland. 773-2294.NewmembersalW!lYS
welcome.

Wilde-Stein Club-Thursday evening 6-9 p.m., Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union, UMO.
FRIDAYS
Free To Be Group of AA-meets
Fridays at 7:30 p.m., Jewett Hall,
UMA, Room 114.

AlcoholicsAnonymo1111 meets every
Friday, 8-9:30 p.m.-Gays Together
in Sobriety (open discussion), Christ
THURSDAYS
Episcopal Church, 80 Lafayette Rd.,
Colby College Bisexuals, Lesbian , Portsmouth, NH.
and Gay Community, 7:30 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse, Colby Col- OurRIGHT-Portland Alliance
of.Lesbian and Gay Youth (22 years
lege, Waterville.
old and younger), 7:30 p.m., Preble
Gays in Sobriety,.AA, 8-9 p.m. bjg Stree~ Cha_pel, 331 Cumberland Ave.,
book/step, meeting, Williston West Portland.
Church, 32 Thomas St., Portland.
SATURDAYS
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous-every Thursday, discussion Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Unitarian Straight Coalition (BAGWC)
dances meet first and third SaturChurch, Main St., Bangor.
days of each month from 8:00-1:00 at
the old Bangor Community College
Student Union.
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WEEKDAY DRINK SPECIALS
MONDAY-Bud, Miller Lite, Rolling Rock $1.25
TUESDAY-Happy Hour ·prices all nite
WEDNESDAY-75¢ Drafts
THURSDAY-Bud, Miller Lite, Roll ing Rock $1.25
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.SUNDAY BRUNCH

MOVIES EVERY SUNDAY AND MONDAY AT 8 PM
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come by and,check our schedul~
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Open at 2 p.m.
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Wed:
Thur:
Sun:

Coors Light
Any Bar Liquor.Cockta il &
Domestic Beer
Domestic Beer & Shot of Schnapps
Bud Light
Beer Bash & Shows

$1.00 until closing
$1.25 until closing
$1.50
$1.25 until closing
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Nadin "The Belly Dancer''
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Sunday, December 4
·"Hanukah Christmas"
Party
Special Guest Stars

Portland., MaiM
04102
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Portland's newest men's bar,
b1;1t all are welcome . Voted this year's nightclub of the ~ear. Pool table, videos, good:
music. Serving brunch September: May. Also
voted best martiriis & manhattans ·1n·townl
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